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About This Content

All Silver Pack, Gold Pack and Platinum Pack owners already have all retro tables.

This DLC unlocks 27 retro pinball tables, including

Time Machine Retro Table

Locomotion Retro Table

Devil Riders Retro Table

Pinball Champ Retro Table

Shooting the Rapids Retro Table

Farfalla Retro Table

Hot Wheels Retro Table

Space Shuttle Retro Table

Circus Retro Table

Combat Retro Table
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House of Diamonds Retro Table

Earth Wind Fire Retro Table

Robot Retro Table

Blackbelt Retro Table

Soccer Kings Retro Table

Star God Retro Table

Magic Castle Retro Table

Clown Retro Table

Fire Mountain Retro Table

Nautilus Retro Table

Mexico '86 Retro Table

Zankor Retro Table

Mystic Star Retro Table

Aerobatics Retro Table

Supersonic Retro Table

Universe Retro Table

Spooky Retro Table
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My wrist is in serious pain, however i now have LOADSAMONEY. It looked fun but it's not!. I love the software its easy to use
cheap and for a beginner in recording its exactly what i needed. But has more options than some of the other beginner softwares.
Terrible on a new(ish) with PC\/HD display.

Without changing resolution I couldn't get anything other than the same tiny window. All 'fullscreen' did was to move the same
tiny window to the top left of my monitor. By changing the monitor resolution I got sort-of full screen. But although the
graphics were probably nice at the time, now they just look grainy and low-res.
(And resetting everything after the resolution change was a real pain the the !"&$.)

Even from what little I've seen, this really shows its age compared to modern HOG. Going to refund this one as essentially
unplayable.. God knows what the hell this is, but I picked it up for the low low price of £3.00 and I still want a refund.

No tutorial, no different weapons, the course are literally just cluster****s of turrets, and it's in general just a terrible game to
play.. Straightforward platforming with a good difficulty curve. For the price you can't go wrong with the 1-2 hours of
gameplay. Even if you played the Flash version, this one has a whole lot of level changes so it is still worth checking out.. A
really cool and relaxing game. Already I love it more than the first one, and the first one was pretty good. The soundtrack is
fantastic as well. Highly recommend picking this up if you like Metroidvanias. The puzzle aspects also feel well done and don't
require galaxy brains to work out (I'm still early on though I think, this could change).. It is a nice game, and it does play well
even with a bad computer. I just feel as if it has more potential of a game.
Its sad that the game company died years a ago :(
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I liked it, it's time consuming, and you ned to pay attention! But it's so good and I really liked it, wish it was longer and more
stories. I love the game overall, several little things annoyed me: gap between zoom level and archipelago view, it bothers me.
Also, I would like to see how much money each building is making
Also, space bar could maybe used to change the speed of the time

Also, I want to know how busy are the teamsters, and the construction workers.

THat's it, thank you!. It's good, but i cannot recommend it.
reasons:
-Developers work at the rate of Nexon. Their main motive is money, with as little work as possible.
-Map size is fixed
-No custom maps
-No map size variety
-No players online
-Morale System is broken and you can become up to 2.5 times stronger than your opponent (wtf?)
225% defence, 25% more attack damage, 50percent more movement speed at 5 stars. So just let your opponent attack and gain
your defence stack to win.
-It is one of the easiest campaigns for an RTS game because of broken morale
-The morality system is broken, as defending is the ONLY way to win. Essentially whoever gets the most bases at the start
will be the winner if they know how morale works. It is easy to win a game with 100 units, against 300 if you defend and the
opponent disregards morale. You'll learn this in their campaign on hard difficulty how OP morale is.
The game is fixed around this broken Morale system. A lot of things will have to change, and at the rate these developers work,
it's never going to get accomplished. That is why they are making a second game which is going to be a cash grab and have the
same broken morale.
I've got over 50 hours on the phone version and all pro's play the exact same which is not what RTS games are about.
The use of forges become obsolete against Morale and unit production, since those without morale want forges, but also units.
There is no compromise.
I can write a blog on this, but that would be more work than it took to make this game.
Conclude:
I would recommend this game, as I still enjoy it on the phone exploiting morality, but after paying for this I know I won't
spend another cent towards these cash grabbers. Bad developers in charge of a good idea for a game.. Bought this game for a
mere 2.99 on sale.
For that price, it offered 5-6 hours gameplay and some replayability. It is an Indie game, and I will treat it as such.
The developer markets Grimind as a horror\/physics puzzle game, and that is about as descriptive as it gets. The gameplay is
centered around completing the puzzles without any instruction or hand-holding. Not to say the puzzles are unsolvably difficult,
but there are a few moments in which I scratched my head in frustration and uttered a soft "what the hell do I do?" to my
computer monitor. Once you get the feel of how the game operates, the puzzles start to become clear. The physics are also quite
well done. I understand the developer reworked the inertia of objects and some other parameters for the game's Steam release,
and the attention to detail shows. It seems more polished compared to early alpha footage (as one would expect). Objects can be
picked up and thrown, liquids respond to disturbances, and soft-bodied pieces like vines move as they should.
The strong point of the game is the lighting. Beautifully done point lights and both "baked" and active shadow casting as well as
ambient gloom in certain points lends to a strong setting for a horror scenario. Many levels throw the character into the darkness
with nothing but a lit torch, and as everything in the environment is opaque black, one understands that death may be around
every turn.
As for the "scare factor?" Some reviewers have thought the game is as frightening as Amnesia: The Dark Descent. That is not
necessarily true. The scariest part of the game is the environment itself. The player is pursued by malevolent little--welll--boxes
(with no animation) that may only be vanquished with bright light. The enemy design is unbecomingly bland for a game that
seems so well-put-together in every other regard. The chase sequences get one's heart pounding, but it is not fear. The character
animation is perhaps a little poor as well.
The sound work in the game is mixed. The background music\/ambient noise are very impressive, and those elements are quite
unsettling for the game. They chant at the player like spectral moans from an unknown source and never failed to cause my hair
to stand on end. All other noises sound as though they were recorded by a desk mic in Audacity, like the growls of the monsters,
drowning noises when underwater, and thunder of fallign boulders or objects. Their lack of quality just doesn't seem to fit, and
they certainly didn't scare me.
Lastly, the game's story and dialogue were originally written in Polish. (I believe?) The English translation is rough around the
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edges, but I could understand what was being conveyed with a little bit of pidgin translation. The story begins with no scenario,
and ends with little more. It was more depressing of an end than a satisfying resolution. Perhaps there is a metaphorical message
to it all? Nonetheless, I would have preferred to see a more complete story. Maybe in the sequel we can see more character
development.
I give this game 7.5\/10. For what it was, I enjoyed every bit of it, but I also see room for polishing all around.. Fun puzzle
game. The devs were very creative. Peaceful music and certainly relaxing.. An apartment management tower-defense game
about your resident monsters against humans.
While the idea of being a landlord is enticing the tower-defense part can get incredibly tedious & repetitious since there's not a
whole lot of strategy to use here from beginning to end.

The idea of the tower-defense is just to stop humans from stealing your money and if they get away with it you only lose your
highly expendable tenant should they have died defending the money taken so there's no real fail state. You try and stop the
humans by knocking on the room doors of the monsters of your choosing and IF they're home (which most usually are) they'll
do their tower-defense thing and help kill the intruders.
As you get further into the game you're able to invite specific higher tier monsters depending on what monster race you've been
appealing to or otherwise. To get further into the game & earn faster money though you've got to go do quests from a quest
board. While every quest grants you money there are quests that unlock new monsters for you to be able to have in your
apartment, quests that unlock a new piece of furniture you can buy for your tenants, and main quests that finally allow you to
expand your apartment one floor at a time. The downside to this though is that every quest from side to important are essentially
all the same "stop the humans" only with varying wave numbers and a few human types with soon to be higher stats. Whatever
strategy you had against weaker humans you can do the exact same thing against the stronger humans with stronger monsters in
somewhat bigger numbers because the monsters you get aren't entirely different either aside from the stats when it comes to
being useful in defending.

The landlord simulator part is at least more intriguing. The job is primarily housing interested monsters of your choosing and
appealing to their tastes by adding or improving things in their apartment, sometimes specifically when needed as some
monsters prefer having certain items in the room depending on their race and/or job.
It's a bit more taxing to house monsters when you have a certain race that's disliked by another race living in the same structure.
You can still appeal to both but getting them to all be satisfied in their living quarters would take much longer.
There's a maximum of 3 vacancies per room where each vacancy specifically houses one tenant, that tenant's lover, and those
two's child. So long as one tenant in a room is satisfied and alive they'll eventually find a lover and conceive a child who will
also grow up for you to take money from. If the child dies another child will be conceived by the parents. If a parent dies the
other parent will find another lover. If both parents die then the grown-up spawn will eventually find a lover of their own and
eventually conceive their own child. I'm not sure what happens if both parents die while the child remains a child. As all the
tenants in one room are old enough they usually find jobs of their own which is supposed to be a good incentive for raising their
rent.
The room upgrading is incredibly bare & simple which leads to a few questionable things. For example upgrading a two-door
fridge apparently grants the room a BBQ set and upgrading that gets it a built-in kitchen. You can buy a tenant a game console
and/or a PC tower for their room but I find it a bit odd that you're not exactly buying it for them but for the room itself, and you
don't even have to buy them a television for the consoles as far as I've seen.
Depending on how fancy a room is and what the current tenant's job is you can adjust rent to their's and your pleasing. Certain
monsters though are less likely to even want to pay rent even if you set it to an incredible low. You can evict them for being
deadbeats, wait a bit longer to see if they come up with the money, or wait for them to run away from paying you.

The game itself sounds better off as an idle-game somewhat but unfortunately alt + tabbing even when the game's a small
window pauses the entire thing. It was pretty nice trying to be a landlord for monsters but with how tediously bland progress is I
can't entirely like the game even for its cheap price.
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